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2 Rigid supersymmetry in eleven and twelve dimensions












































































In this algebra the z terms are central and j, p and q are the rotation, momentum and Majorana
supersymmetry generators respectively. All indices are (10; 1). The twelve dimensional extension of
this structure is the F-algebra, which is a signature (10; 2) structure related to the Osp(1,32) group,
described in [3, 5, 6], in which Q



































































































































This algebra is consistent for any choice of the factors  and . The general expressions for the Z
6





























































































































































































































with the appropriately chosen pre-factor to obtain the correct weighting. The expressions involving
the ten index Z term are given by similar formulae, although we treat it as dual to the two index
term J for all purposes except reduction. Note that all the antisymmetrised expressions have weight






















. The way in which the F-algebra reduces to the eleven dimensional
supersymmetry algebra is via a contraction of the algebra in a timelike direction, as follows.
2.1 Contraction of the algebra
We now perform the operation of contraction on the theory, in which one of the timelike directions is
eectively decoupled from the system. We use the convention the indices a; b : : : run over all (10; 2)






























are some constants and the lower case letters are to be interpreted as the eleven dimen-






The contraction process produces a continuum of consistent deformations, which contain terms qual-





























































































Although any of these contractions are consistent, our aim is to reproduce the eleven dimensional
centrally extended super-Poincare algebra, in which case all of the above commutators must vanish in
the innite radius limit. If we choose to identify the generators j with the eleven dimensional Lorentz
rotations then the [J; J ] commutator forces us to choose C
2
= . To obtain additional constraints we










































































Putting all of this information together we see that in order to obtain a Poincare supersymmetric





















































will be self dual.
3 Geometry of the supersymmetry theory
Now that we have evaluated the appropriate rigid supersymmetry in twelve dimensions let us try to
extend our ideas to local supersymmetry. Note that the rigid BPS p-branes permitted by the algebra
are classied in [6]. The basic branes which one obtains are not 2 branes and 6 branes, as one
might expect given 2-form and 6-form terms in the algebra and a Lorentzian prejudice, but 2 + 2
and 6 + 2 dimensional solutions. We also nd a natural generalisation of the pp-wave. We suppose
that local versions of these will provide the fundamental solutions to the local supersymmetry theory.
How are we to nd this theory? Since traditional methods of supergravity construction fail we look
at the geometric implications of the F-algebra. Such geometric ideas have usefully been applied to
supergravities and general relativity in lower dimensions [7]. The rst step is to determine the sensible





















































. The generators T
A
of the group will be taken to be in the
adjoint representation. The indices A;B; : : : run over the group, whereas the x

are some coordinates
on the base manifoldM. The commutator
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]] = 0 ; (3.13)















= 0 : (3.14)
3.2 Transformation of the curvatures and gauge elds
Under the action of an innitesimal group element S = exp(  T );  = (; !;

























Note that we dene the commutator to be [X;Y ] = XY  Y X, with no factor of one half, whereas antisymmetrised
indices are scaled to have weight one.
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There are thus three dierent types of gauge transformation associated with the F-algebra. We now
detail the eects of these on the curvatures in turn
1.  = (0; !; 0)
If  = 0 and 








































































2.  = (0; 0;
)






























































































































3.  = (; 0; 0)



















































































































We now discuss the construction of Lagrangians from the curvatures and potentials which give rise to
invariant actions.
4 Supergravities, supersymmetry and Lagrangians
The goal is to construct some locally symmetric supergravity-type theory in signature (10; 2). As a
basic starting point we suppose that we must use the potentials and curvatures to create a scalar




Clearly the action is to be constructed from elements with indices of type  and A. The fact that we
require a scalar Lagrangian presents us with an interesting problem: how can we create a scalar using
our basic elds? The obvious way to contract the group indices is via the Killing form B of our Lie
superalgebra, dened as follows





for elements a;b of the Lie algebra, where `str' denotes the operation of supertrace. The Killing form
















are the generators of the algebra. For the F-algebra, a calculation shows that the only























































in an obvious notation. Whereas we may naturally contract the group indices A with the assistance of
our new metric G
AB
and its inverse, in order to contract on the indices ;  : : : we must introduce an
additional `metric' term into our theory. In ordinary gauge theories of supergravity, which are based
on Poincare groups, there is a natural choice for the metric, since the momentum generators p

give
rise to a potential term e
A

, which can be treated as the vielbein. This enables us to relate the metric
g













Unfortunately, for the F-algebra there are no momentum-type generators and we cannot, therefore,
dene a spacetime metric in this way whilst maintaining covariance. However, after contracting the
F-algebra, we saw that we can recover the eleven dimensional superalgebra. This, of course, contains
momentum generators which may be used to generate a proper metric term. We therefore anticipate
that there does not exist a covariant (10; 2) supergravity in the usual sense of the word, but some
other geometric theory, upon contraction of which a supergravity emerges.
4.1 Actions
We should now consider the possible forms of the action available to us. Although Einstein gravity
suggests that we write down a form of the action which is linear in the curvatures, without a vielbein
term is is not possible to write down such an action in a natural fashion because there is no way to
relate the group indices A to the base indices . We therefore look for actions which are quadratic in
















where g is some metric on the base M , g is its determinant and G
AB
is the metric derived from the
Killing form on the group. Henceforth we shall raise and lower all Greek indices with the supposed
metric g










Latin indices are raised and lowered with the use of the group space metric G
AB
. Since the Killing
metric is constructed as a supertrace of the group generators, and because the curvatures transform
homogeneously under a gauge transformation, both of these actions are invariant under gauge trans-








































































































































































































We assume that g is not a function of derivative terms.
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4.2 Supersymmetry transformations














































we nd that the overall variation of the action, after much simplication, is just proportional to the























4.3 The metric terms
Let us now consider various possibilities for the metric eld, and the implications for the supersymme-
try of the theory. There are essentially two basic choices for the form of g

: Either it is a function of
the gauge elds, in which case there is some arbitrariness concerning the exact choice of the function,
or it is some additional independent eld. We discuss these scenarios in turn
1. Firstly we consider the case in which the metric is an independent eld, in which case E(D) =
E(R) = 0. For this choice of g

the local supersymmetry variation of the entire action vanishes.
Furthermore, we obtain an additional equation of motion from the variation of the action with


















Thus the Lagrangian is on-shell supersymmetric. Let us look at the equation of motion implied







= 0 ; (4.38)







= 0 : (4.39)
2. If we are to construct the metric from elds in the problem then there is one natural possibility:










































































































whereas the metric g













































This is an interesting situation: we see that if the SUSY parameter  is constant then the vari-
ation is identically zero. Another point is that the action is identically o-shell supersymmetric







= 0 ; (4.44)
for any pair of spinors  and  . This expression is equivalent to the statement that the spinors
would be Majorana-Weyl in signature (9; 1). In the (10; 2) signature it merely denes a new
class of spinors
3
. If, however, we do not wish to impose restrictions on the type of spinors in the


















; which is something akin to a quadratic form of the Einstein







= 0 : (4.45)
5 Reduction of multi-temporal supergravity
The main idea of this paper is that the locally supersymmetric theory in signature (10; 2) should reduce
down to a known supergravity by the process of contraction in one of the timelike group directions,
as opposed to dimensional reduction of an underlying spacetime structure. This idea is supported by
the fact that ordinary compactication does not work in quite them same way in a multi-temporal
space. The reason for this is that one must compactify on a Lorentzian internal space. From a very
general algebraic viewpoint a compactication which preserves a supersymmetry requires the internal
space to be a spin manifold with special holonomy. In M -theory, which is eleven dimensional, these
holonomy groups are SU (2); SU (3); G
2
and Spin(7), corresponding to manifolds of dimension 4; 6; 7; 8
respectively [8]. To compactify a (10; 2) theory to a Lorentzian theory in eleven dimensions or less
would require us to reduce on a compact spin manifold of dimension (n; 1) where n  9. There are no
such irreducible manifolds [9]. Thus, reduction will simply not work in the same way as is usual, which
gives us the condence that one must abandon the idea of dimensional reduction and instead resort
to algebraic contraction. In this context is is natural to provide a new interpretation to quantities










In particular we have the natural emergence of a vielbein term. Furthermore, the form of the curvatures
after reduction certainly gives us the possibility of constructing an ordinary supergravity in lower
dimensions. In the scaled limit in which many of the terms in the algebra become central we nd the



























































































































A discussion of the relationship between these spinors and Dirac spinors is given in [3]
9
Let us investigate the interpretation of these equations. If we treat the B as a spin connection then


































What of the Z terms? Although the two index and six index objects are originally treated equally by
the group theory, after the contraction the two index term becomes a Lorentz rotation j, whereas all
other terms become central and commute with everything except j. Let us look at the way in which
the curvature associated with the Lorentz rotations behaves after contraction. Setting the fermion and













where R is an eective eleven dimensional Ricci scalar. Although this equation is non-linear in R,
we see that the non-linearity is of a size inversely proportional to the magnitude of a cosmological
constant. Thus a very large cosmological constant implies that the theory reduces to an only very
slightly perturbed linear equation. This is very important: if the non-linearities in the Riemann tensor
were not suppressed that there would be no way in which to relate the theory to traditional gravity
theories in lower dimensions. Inclusion of the other terms in the very large  limit provides us with







+ fermi +  = 0 (5.50)
where F
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5.1 Degrees of freedom
Of course, in any study of supergravity we are crucially interested in the degrees of freedom of the
elds in question. What does this mean in the context of a theory with two timelike directions?
Essentially, the number of degrees of freedom of a given variable is determined by the amount of
data needed to specify uniquely the solution to the underlying equation of motion. Physical one-time
quantities propagate via wave equations, which are well understood: In order to specify the solution
to an n-dimensional wave equation uniquely we must give data on some (n   1)-dimensional Cauchy
surface, which evolve along light cones. In order to specify the degrees of freedom of an (n + 2; 2)
























are the two timelike directions. Mathematicians are only now beginning to study in
depth the properties of multi-temporal wave equations [10]. Unfortunately, it is not known how to
fully generalise the Cauchy problem to multi-temporal scenarios, which is a signicant stumbling block
to the understanding of the role of many times in M-theory. Although one may show that Cauchy
problems or boundary value problems are ill posed in the ultra-hyperbolic scenario, this does not
mean to say that there is not some X-problem for which the solution to an ultra-hyperbolic partial
dierential equation is always uniquely determined and bounded. An understanding of this problem
would shed enormous insight into the possible role of many times in physics. However, one resolution
may be to prescribe data on a null cone, which then itself evolves along a null cone. Naive counting
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along these lines would suggest that a vector index would be described by the `double light cone'.
Thus a vector index would have D   4 degrees of freedom, corresponding to the number of directions
orthogonal to the `double lightcone'
6 Conclusion
We have discussed some of the problems associated with the formulation of a supergravity theory
in twelve dimensions. Although one may always speculate on the form of such a theory, a safe
base from which to begin the exploration is the (10; 2) signature F-algebra, because this contracts to
produce the eleven dimensional supersymmetry algebra. Since this twelve dimensional algebra does
not contain any momentum generators it is diÆcult to see how one may dene a vielbein term in the
local supersymmetry theory, and hence one cannot construct a scalar action which is linear in the
curvatures of the elds. We constructed the group theoretic curvatures from the algebra and discussed
Yang-Mills type actions. We showed that one obtains a rather complicated quadratic equation of
motion if the metric on the base is a function of the gauge elds or if it is an independent eld. The
main idea of the paper is that the twelve dimensional theory should reduce to a lower dimensional
supergravities not by the process of dimensional reduction but by group theoretic contraction of the
geometric theory underlying the F-algebra. This idea is supported by the fact that one cannot nd
suitable compact Lorentzian manifolds of special holonomy on which to reduce in a supersymmetric
fashion. Upon contraction of the theory we obtain a standard metric and Riemann tensor. The non-
linearity in the Riemann tensor is suppressed by a factor of the same magnitude as a cosmological
constant term. Finally, we mention the very important issue of degrees of freedom of a theory with
many times. Assessing correctly the appropriate degrees of freedom for such problems requires us
to understand fully the diÆcult question generalisation of the Cauchy problem to ultra-hyperbolic
scenarios.
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